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TAB 
 CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

PUBLIC COMMENT ON AGENDA ITEMS (3 MINUTES PER SPEAKER) 

1. COMMITTEE DISCUSSION ITEMS 
 Terms of Renewal/Extension of HART CEO Employment Agreement ..................... 1-1 
 David Smith, HART General Counsel 

 Overview: 
HART currently has a two-year and seven-month agreement with Ms. Eagan effective 
November 3, 2014 until May 31, 2017. 
 

 Recommendation: 
That the Ad Hoc Committee on Revisions to HART CEO Employment Agreement form a 
recommendation to the full Board of Directors for discussion and approval at the April 3, 
2017 regular Board meeting. 
 

 ADJOURNMENT 
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Hillsborough Transit Authority 
Ad Hoc Committee on Revisions to HART CEO Employment Agreement Meeting 

March 8, 2017 
    

 

DISCUSSION ITEM 
Terms of Renewal/Extension of HART CEO Employment Agreement 
 
Hillsborough Transit Authority (HART) currently has a two-year and seven-month agreement with 
Ms. Katharine Eagan effective November 3, 2014.   
 
Section 3: Term of Employment states  
 
“Subject to the provisions for termination set forth in Section 5 of this Agreement, the term of 
Employee’s employment under this Agreement shall continue until May 31, 2017.  The term of 
employment may be extended at any time during its term by mutual written agreement of HART, 
as authorized by the Board of Directors, and Employee.” 
 
DISCUSSION 
Ad Hoc Committee on Revisions to HART CEO Employment Agreement will review the current 
terms of the agreement, the Salary Study- Chief Executive Officer analysis (Attachment IV), and 
form a recommendation on conditions of the contract renewal/extension to the full Board of 
Directors for discussion and approval at the April 3, 2017 regular Board meeting. 
 
 
 
    Prepared by: Lena Petit, Director of Executive Office and Board Support 

    Approved by: David Smith, HART General Counsel  
 
 
Attachments:  

I. Employment Contract for CEO, Ms. Katharine Eagan 

II. First Amendment to the Employment Contract for CEO, signed March 7, 2016 

III. Performance Evaluation Form 

IV. Salary Study- Chief Executive Officer 

V. Employment Agreement with PSTA CEO Brad Miller 



HILLSBOROUGH TRANSIT AUTHORITY
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

WITH CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ,-..-/-4
THIS Employment Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into on this tJ

day of January, 2015, by and between the HILLSBOROUGH TRANSIT AUTHORITY,
hereinafter referred to as "HART" and KATHARINE EAGAN, hereinafter referred to as the
"Employee".

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of HART ("Board of Directors") is authorized
pursuant to Florida Statute §163.565, et seq., and its Charter to enter into contracts on behalf of
HART and to appoint and fix the compensation of the Executive Administrator; and

WHEREAS, the Employee was appointed Chief Executive Officer by the Board of
Directors on or about November 3,2014 ("Effective Date"); and

WHEREAS, HART desires to employ Employee as Executive Administrator, under the
title Chief Executive Officer, and Employee desires such employment; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the
parties hereby agree as follows:

Section 1: Duties and Responsibilities

(a) HART agrees to employ the Employee as Chief Executive Officer and the
Employee hereby accepts such employment upon the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement.

(b) Employee shall, and agrees to perform in good faith, the duties and
responsibilities of Chief Executive Officer as provided herein.

(c) Employee shall maintain her office at the headquarters of HART.

(d) Employee shall supervise and manage the affairs of HART under the direction of
the Board of Directors, and shall perform such other duties and responsibilities as may be
assigned from time-to-time by the Board of Directors.

(e) The Employee shall report to and be accountable to the HART Board of
Directors, by and through its Chairman ("Chairman"), for the satisfactory performance of her
duties.
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Section 2: Conditions of Employment

(a) Employee shall devote her entire productive time, attention, skill and energies to
the business of HART, subject to the policies, supervision and direction of the Board of
Directors.

(b) Employee shall not, during the term of this Agreement be engaged in any other
business unless such other activity has been authorized in writing by the HART Board of
Directors. Activities involving State or National trade organizations are considered the business
of HART. The provisions of this paragraph are not intended to restrain Employee from normal
civic activities, professional and academic studies, publication activities, or time in such
activities. The Employee may do minimal part-time work, such as lecturing or expert testimony
if authorized by the Chairman.

(c) Upon the request of HART, Employee shall furnish to HART an application for
fidelity bond acceptable to a surety named by HART. The cost of the bond, if any, shall be
borne by HART.

Section 3: Term of Employment

Subject to the provisions for termination set forth in Section 5 of this Agreement, the term of
Employee's employment under this Agreement shall continue until May 31, 2017. The term of
employment may be extended at any time during its term by mutual written agreement of HART,
as authorized by the Board of Directors, and Employee.

Section 4: Compensation

As compensation to Employee for the services rendered to HART, Employee shall be paid a base
salary ("Base Salary") at an annual rate of One Hundred Seventy-Seven Thousand Dollars
($177,000.00) starting as of the Effective Date.

(a) Employee shall accrue annual leave at the maximum accrual rate pursuant to
HART's employment policies.

(b) HART agrees to purchase, or be self insured, for Officer's Liability Insurance
covering the Employee in an amount, set by the Board of Directors at its discretion, and equal to
that provided for the members of the Board of Directors.

(c) Employee shall receive deferred compensation during her employment under this
Agreement at the rate of fifteen percent (15%) of Base Salary or Twenty-Six Thousand Five
Hundred Fifty Dollars ($26,550.00) ("Deferred Compensation") prorated annually for any partial
years.
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(d) Employee shall additionally be entitled to the conditions of employment which
are, from time to time, available generally to other non-bargaining unit employees of HART,
excluding cost-of-living changes to her Base Salary, but including without limitation, merit
evaluations and possible resulting increases, and dental or other group insurance, disability
benefits, holidays, sick leave, and participation in HART's other deferred compensation plans,
pension and retirement program, in addition to those items of additional compensation
specifically set forth herein to the extent consistent with applicable law. Sick leave, which is
accumulated by the Employee, shall be treated consistently with the policy for said leave
applicable to non-bargaining unit employees.

(e) Consistent with paragraph (d) above, HART shall pay any applicable premiums to
the same degree as other non-bargaining employees provided. In addition, HART shall
reimburse Employee for an annual Executive Physical performed in Hillsborough County, to the
extent that said expense is not covered by insurance.

(f) HART shall reimburse Employee for reasonable and necessary expenses of the
Employee incurred in the performance of her duties and responsibilities as set out in this
Agreement upon presentation, in accordance with HART's procedures for determining
authenticity and reasonableness of expenses and based upon detailed statements of such
expenses.

(g) HART shall pay dues, memberships, and associated expenses related to the
performance of her duties. The payment of such expenses is a general benefit to HART, serves
the best interests of HART and shall not be considered as compensation to Employee. Employee
shall be entitled to accumulate frequent flyer miles and hotel affinity program rewards.

(h) The Employee's designation of beneficiary for any and all benefits, which survive
her death, is attached to this Agreement and by reference made part hereof as Exhibit A. The
Employee may, at her discretion, change the designated beneficiary by notifying HART in
writing of the change without affecting any other provision of this Agreement.

Section 5: Termination/Suspension

(a) This Agreement may be terminated:

(i) by mutual agreement of Employee and HART, and upon such terms and
conditions as are agreed to in writing by Employee and HART;

(ii) by the adoption of a resolution approved by the affirmative vote of the
Board of Directors for the removal of Employee as Chief Executive
Officer;

(iii) by resignation of Employee, provided Employee shall have provided
ninety (90) days written notice, unless the parties otherwise agree in
writing;
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(iv) by HART if Employee is unable to perform her duties and responsibilities
because of sickness, accident, injury, mental incapacity, or health for a
period of three (3) successive months; and

(v) by the death of the Employee.

(b) HART may suspend the Employee with full pay and benefits by the adoption of a
resolution setting forth the reasons for the suspension approved by the affirmative vote of the
Board of Directors.

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Agreement shall limit the rights
and remedies the parties may otherwise have in the event of a breach of this Agreement by the
other party not cured within thirty (30) days from the written notice of such breach delivered in
the manner and otherwise as provided herein.

Section 6: Compensation after Termination

(a) If this Agreement is terminated under Section 5(a)(ii) by the adoption of a
resolution and the grounds for Employee's termination are "for cause", HART shall have no
further obligation under this Agreement other than as specifically provided herein, and said
termination shall be effective as set forth in said resolution. "For cause" is defined as the
following:

(i) Misconduct by the Employee as defined In Section 443.036, Florida
Statutes;

(ii) Employee's willful, deliberate and intentional breach of duties, obligations
or policies of HART;

(iii) Employee's willful, deliberate and intentional violation of Part III,
Chapter 112, Florida Statutes, Code of Ethics for Public Officers and
Employees;

(iv) Employee's continued neglect of duties or obligations required of the
Chief Executive Officer after written notice of same;

(v) Employee's continued violation of HART's written rules and policies
(including any codes of conduct, employee handbooks, etc.) after written
notices of same;

(vi) Employee's commission of any criminal act amounting to a felony or any
act of moral turpitude while employed as Chief Executive Officer of
HART;
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(vii) Employee's conviction of an illegal act in her public or private capacity
involving theft, fraud, misappropriation or embezzlement of funds;

(viii) Employee's engagement in acts, which would constitute grounds for
immediate dismissal of any employee by HART under HART policies,
now existing or as may be subsequently enacted.

(b) If this Agreement is terminated under Section 5(a)(iii), HART shall have no
obligations under this Agreement other than providing such benefits to Employee as other
employees of HART would be entitled to upon resignation.

(c) If this Agreement is terminated under Section Sea) (iv) by Employee's disability
or under Section Sea) (v) by death of Employee, HART shall provide the same benefits as HART
provides to its other senior management personnel for such a termination.

Section 7: Performance of Standards and Evaluation

(a) Performance Standards and Evaluation for Merit Increase. The Board of
Directors shall annually review the Employee based upon the performance standards currently
applicable to the performance of the Chief Executive Officer of HART. These standards may be
updated and/or elaborated by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may elect to grant
a merit increase at the level budgeted for non-bargaining unit employees based on a
determination that applicable performance standards have been achieved or exceeded.

(b) Time of Evaluations. Each of the above evaluations will, to the extent feasible,
take place within six (6) to twelve (12) weeks after the end of each fiscal year unless the date for
same is otherwise extended by the Board of Directors and Employee, and shall take effect on the
first day of the new fiscal year, unless the Board of Directors specifically denotes differently.

Section 8: Hold Harmless

To the extent permitted under the Florida Law, HART shall hold harmless Employee
from any claim or legal action arising out of Employee's actions as Chief Executive Officer of
HART. To the extent Chief Executive Officer is acting within the scope of her employment
responsibilities as provided herein and is not otherwise engaged in an unlawful act, HART shall
provide the legal defense of any such claim or legal action or shall otherwise pay Employee's
legal fees, costs and expenses incurred in same. Legal fees to defend the Employee will be paid
by HART at the point expenses are incurred. If Employee is determined by a court to be guilty
of breaking the law or otherwise acting outside the scope of her responsibilities as Chief
Executive Officer, Employee shall repay HART for all fees and costs expended in defending
Employee.
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Section 9: Other Terms and Conditions

(a) Any notice to HART under this Agreement shall be furnished in writing by
Employee to the Chairman at the business address on file. Any notice to Employee under this
Agreement shall be furnished in writing by HART to Employee at: 11319 Carrollwood Estates
Drive, Tampa, Florida 33618, or such address as she shall specifically provide in writing to the
Chairman and General Counsel in the same manner as all notices are to be provided herein. All
such notices must be sent by first-class mail or delivered in person by messenger or by some
means, which evidences receipt of the information, by the recipient for such purposes.

(b) This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and supersedes any
prior agreements or understandings whether oral or written.

(c) This Agreement can only be changed, terminated or modified by written
agreement executed by both parties.

(d) This Agreement is personal to Employee and cannot be assigned to any other
person.

(e) This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Employee's
executors and heirs.

(f) This Agreement shall be interpreted, construed and applied according to the Laws
of Florida. Venue for any action shall be in Hillsborough County.

(g) The invalidity or unenforceability of a particular provision of this Agreement
shall not affect the other provisions hereof and the Agreement shall be construed in all respects
as if such invalid or unenforceable provision were omitted.

(h) The waiver by either party of a breach of any provision of this Agreement by the
other shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach by that party.

(i) In the event, during the term of this Agreement, HART or any part thereof, should
be liquidated or dissolved, or should discontinue its normal operations for any reason, or
assigned in any way, resulting in the termination of Employee then the total compensation due
under Section Four of this Agreement remaining unpaid shall be considered a debt of HART and
shall not be discharged by reason of any of the stated events.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the
date aforesaid.

By: __ ~ ~ ~~ __ By:

Date: /-- /2 - I~

Witness:

Witness:

Date: 1-13 -IS-

Exhibits: A. Designated Beneficiary (ies)
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Exhibit A

DESIGNATED BENEFICIARY

This attachment is an integral part, and by reference made part of the Employment
Agreement between HART and Katharine Eagan effective tfou./!J!UiJtr 5, 20I~

I, Katharine Eagan, hereby designate ~ i~ \(Q,\\-eV\4t\ IA. as a
beneficiary of any funds due me under the provisions of this 20ntract should termination be by
death.

In the event of the death of G\iy~s \k\~.Q(/V'OA/\. , I designate the
administrator of my Will to receive the funds and distribute same for benefit of

£'\9J'UV\C~ EO~VI (l'lIAVI GejIlLt)

By: ~A-----------------------

Date: -----------"--

~

~ ~ / lfP-u
------------

Witness: \ Wit ss:
\

# 5023670 v6

A-I
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HILLSBOROUGH AREA REGIONAL TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
CEO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Today’s Date:  

Dates of Performance Review Period:

Chief Executive Officer Name: Katharine Eagan, AICP

 Name of Board Member Conducting the Appraisal: 

Purpose 
The annual performance appraisal provides an opportunity for each Board Member of the Hillsborough Area 
Regional Transit Authority (HART) to formally review, document and recognize the previous year’s 
accomplishments for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).  Each Board Member should complete the 
performance appraisal form based on the job duties approved by the Board for the performance review period.  
The job duties are found in the Job Description for the position.  The CEO should complete a memorandum 
for the Board listing job related accomplishments for the covered review period.   

The Performance Appraisal Form 
This form is designed to promote consistency in the performance evaluation process. Your candid input is 
critical to the success of the appraisal process. Your ratings and comments in Part A, Part B and Part C should 
be based upon all available information as well as your observations of behaviors and your experiences with 
the CEO within the respective rated areas. 

Rating Scale: Parts A, B and C 

The ratings for Parts A and B are based on a scale of 1 to 4 with 1 being low and 4 being high. Place a check 
(� ) in the box corresponding to the rating you feel most appropriate.  If you do not have sufficient  information 
to respond, please mark “N/O.”   

4 Outstanding: The CEO’s level of performance consistently surpasses the requirements of  
the job and makes significant contributions well beyond the expectations of the position.  

3 Successful: The CEO’s level of performance meets the requirements of the job and the  
expectations of the position.  

2 Needs Improvement: The CEO’s level of performance frequently falls below the  
requirements of the job and the expectations of the position.  

1 Unsatisfactory: The CEO’s level of performance is below an acceptable level and does  
not fulfill the expectations of the position.  

N/O Not Observed: This rating option is available for use when there is not sufficient  

The rating for Part C, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) is based solely on the accomplishment of the 
stated rating criteria for the corresponding KPI. The CEO will be rated on each of the individual Key 
Performance Indicators and given a corresponding rating of Achieved or Not Achieved rating as appropriate
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for each individual KPI. Information to evaluate the level of performance will be provided by HART staff.   

A. Performance Dimensions: Rate the Chief Executive Officer on each of the Performance Dimensions 
by checking the appropriate rating box and by providing comments to 
explain the rating if necessary. The Performance Dimensions are as follows: 

1. Strategic Management
2. Leadership
3. Financial Resource Management
4. Judgment in Decision Making
5. Responsiveness and Accountability
6. Communication

B. Strategic Goals and Objectives:  Rate the Chief Executive Officer on progress towards and 
accomplishment of the Strategic objectives by checking the appropriate rating box and by providing comments 
to explain the rating if necessary. The Strategic Objective from the Board adopted Strategic Plan are as follows: 

1. Exceed Customer Expectations
2. Ensure Safety & Security
3. Maximize Financial Condition
4. Foster A Thriving Internal Environment
5. Connect The County & Region
6. Embrace Innovative Practices & Systems

C. Key Performance Indicators: Rate the CEO on each objective Key Performance Indicator (KPI) by 
checking the corresponding box indicating that the KPI has been Achieved or Not Achieved.  The CEO will be 
rated on each of the individual Key Performance Indicators.    

GOAL CRITERIA  TARGET (10/2014-9/2015)

Ridership Productivity Bus Passengers per Revenue Hour Greater than or equal to 24.0

Efficiency Gross Cost per Revenue Mile Less than or equal to $6.83

Safety Collisions per 100,000 Revenue 
Miles 

Less than or equal to .55

Quality of Service Mean Distance Between Vehicle 
Failures  

Complaints per 100,000 Passengers 

Greater than or equal to 6,600 

Less than or equal to 13.0 

On-Time Performance 1 Minute Early to 5 Minutes Late at 
Scheduled Timepoints 

Greater than or equal to 74%

Finance Growth of fund balance and fiscal 
sustainability 

 Greater than or equal to 0.5% of 
previous year’s ending fund balance



A. Performance Dimensions 

 
 

 

Performance Dimension #1  Select Rating 

1. Strategic Management & Planning: Responsible for the creation and implementation
of long term strategic initiatives, to guide the ultimate development and direction of
HART.  Prioritize and lead the efficient execution of HART’s long term strategic goals
and objectives.

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 

¶ Appropriately engages the Board in setting the Authority’s policy 
direction.

¶ Follows rules and regulations, as well as general guidance and Board 
directives.

¶ Provides accurate and sufficient information for Board monitoring of 
Board policy and Authority Operations

¶

¶ Offers professional advice to the Board on items requiring Board action, 
with recommendations based on thorough study and analysis and sound 
operational principles.

¶ Interprets and executes the intent of Board policy.

¶ Supports Board policy and actions to the public and staff.

¶ Communicates with the Chair and other members of the Board in a timely 
manner

¶ Has a harmonious working relationship with the Board.   O
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Performance Dimension #2  Select Rating 

2. Leadership Effectiveness: Demonstrates the ability to lead, motivate and inspire
individuals to execute organizational objectives in an efficient and objectives manner. 

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 

 Takes full accountability for organizational results.
 Maintains the highest standards of ethics, honesty and integrity in all personal and

professional matters.
 Creates and executes a unified vision for the organization;
 focuses on effectiveness;
 Takes calculated risks in an effort to improve results;
 Identifies opportunities to improve business processes and expand the

organization's services;
 Selects, directs and develops, others to succeed;
 Hold others accountable;

 Operates with integrity and is trusted by others.   O
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Performance Dimension #3  Select Rating 

3. Financial Resource Management: Possesses the ability to plan, develop, organize and
administer the adopted budget and efficiently utilize the organization's resources to 
effectively provide high quality service throughout the county.  Develops financial and 
resource management plans which meet operational needs and insure long term financial 
and operational sustainability. 

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 

 Maintains sufficient operating and capital financial cash flow to meet established
level of service;

 Provide a fare and fee structure that is tied to the cost of providing service through
optimization of the HART system;

 Pursue grant funding for HART capital projects established as priorities set-forth
by the Board and Community;

 Maintain prudent reserves to be used in times of significant revenue decline to
preserve HART’s ongoing ability to deliver safe

 and reliable service;
 Establish prudent reserves to support the lifecycle replacement of key

infrastructure, both operational and capital;
 Pursue increased revenue from current and new sources to support operating and

capital activities;
 Controls costs by staying within established budget limits;
 Displays a clear understanding of financial resources and priorities;
 Makes informed and responsible recommendations to the Board regarding fiscal

operations; and

 Provides information to assist the Board in making informed decisions regarding
budget and management policies
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Performance Dimension #4  Select Rating 

4. Judgment in Decision Making:  Utilizes critical thinking skills to analyze available
facts, business responsibilities, and probable outcomes and then pursues an appropriate 
course of action despite pressure or ambiguity  

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 

 Bases decisions on fact rather than emotion and personal feelings;
 Displays sound judgment when deciding among multiple alternatives;
 Reaches conclusive decisions after researching alternatives thoroughly;
 Minimizes personal bias in decision making;
 Uses logical and sound judgment to anticipate possible consequences;
 Remains an impartial and objective evaluator of facts;
 Encourages direct reports to have equal input into decision making;
 Remains calm in times of crisis;
 Makes correct assessments of the situations and figures out effective solutions;
 Quickly evaluates alternative options to select the most suitable solution for a

problem; and
 Displays steadfast decision making under critical or stressful circumstances.
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Performance Dimension #5  Select Rating 

5. Accountability and Responsiveness:  Effectively carries out assigned duties, accepts
responsibility for special projects, as well as shifting and new operational priorities. Takes 
full accountability for organizational results.  

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 
 Appropriately engages the Board in setting the Authority’s policy direction;
 Interprets and executes the intent of Board policy;
 Communicates with the chair and other members of the Board in a timely manner
 Offers professional advice to the Board on items requiring Board action, with
 recommendations based on thorough study and analysis and sound educational

principles;
 Provides Board members with timely and accurate answers to questions or

concerns;
 Modifies actions appropriately based upon obtained information;
• Provides accurate and sufficient information for Board monitoring of Board

policy and Authority operations.
 Supports Board policy and actions within the community and to staff;
 Has a harmonious working relationship with the Board;
 Provides support for Board teamwork and effectiveness; and
 Provides support for Board engagement in the community and within the

organization.
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Performance Dimension #6  Select Rating 

6. Communication:  Develops and embraces innovative practices and systems to provide
timely, accessible and reliable information to the Board, organization, stakeholders, 
customers and community.  

Effective behaviors of this dimension are based on how well the individual: 

 Effectively articulates and communicates the vision and goals for the HART to
both internal and external audiences;

 Communicates and articulates ideas and information with others openly, clearly
and effectively both verbally and in writing;

 Uses appropriate media and methods to provide factual information;
 Provides tactful, timely and accurate feedback to others concerning issues; and
 Communicates appropriate information to others in a concise and understandable

manner;
 Promotes and protects the interests of HART by communicating with Board

members and key stakeholders and actively monitoring  local, state, and federal
legislative initiatives affecting  public transportation;

 Effectively develops and executes media, community, and governmental relations,
communications strategies; and

 Effectively communicates and engages the community and stakeholders in order
to maintain good relations with the general public.
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B. Strategic Goals and Objectives

Strategic Goals and Objectives #1  Select Rating 

1. Exceed Customer Expectations:
   Objectives 
 Leads Initiatives to improve service quality, reliability, and on-time performance
 Ensures the service addresses the mobility needs of transit dependent and

discretionary passengers
 Ensures the user friendliness of all HART services
 Expands service availability and accessibility
 Maintains a price-affordable fare structure
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Strategic Goals and Objectives #2  Select Rating 

2. Ensure Safety & Security:
Objectives
 Implement improvements at HART facilities and assets to enhance safety and

security throughout the system;
 Enhance workplace safety and health for all employees;
 Promote safe operations and best practices through partnerships and education;

and enhance emergency and disaster preparedness
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Strategic Goals and Objectives #3  Select Rating 

3. Maximize Financial Condition:
Objectives
 Maintain sufficient operating and capital financial cash flow to meet established

level of service;
 Provide a fare and fee structure that is tied to the cost of providing service through

optimization of the HART system;
 Pursue grant funding for HART capital projects established as priorities set-forth

by the Board and Community;
 Maintain prudent reserves to be used in times of significant revenue decline to

preserve HART’s ongoing ability to deliver safe and reliable service;
 Establish prudent reserves to support the lifecycle replacement of key

infrastructure, both operational and capital; and
 Pursue increased revenue from current and new sources to support operating and

capital activities   O
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Strategic Goals and Objectives #4  Select Rating 

4. Foster A Thriving Internal Environment :
Objectives
 Create a work environment that advances a culture of continuous learning;
 Promote, provide and encourage and productive and harmonious work

atmosphere.
 Promote an organization that embraces differences and seeks work synergy;
 Promote work environment which fosters trust, fairness and mutual respect;
 Ensure that employees know expectations and are empowered to perform them;
 Ensure that Staff is well-trained and provided with opportunities to grow

professionally; and
 Facilitated an environment where individuals are recognized for their

contributions to organizational success.
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Strategic Goals and Objectives #5  Select Rating 

5. Connect The County &  Region:
Objectives
 Enhance overall accessibility of services and programs;
 Provide enhanced connections and serve new markets while sustaining existing

service;
 Leverage resources through coordination with other agencies and entities; and

 Encourage transit related activities to maximize ridership and enhance service
effectiveness.
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Strategic Goals and Objectives #6  Select Rating 

6. Embrace Innovative Practices And Systems:
Objectives
 Develop systems to provide timely, accessible and reliable services and

information to customers and the agency;
 Pursue partnerships with the business community and other agencies for the

funding and delivery of services and programs;
 Actively pursues partnerships with the business community and other agencies for

the funding and delivery of services and programs; and

 Explore sustainability practices.
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C. Key Performance Indicators 

GOAL CRITERIA  TARGET (10/2014-9/2015) ACHIEVED/ 
NOT ACHIEVED 

Ridership Productivity Bus Passengers per Revenue 
Hour 

Greater than or equal to 24.0 

Efficiency Gross Cost per Revenue 
Mile 

Less than or equal to $6.83 

Safety Collisions per 100,000 
Revenue Miles 

Less than or equal to .55 

Quality of Service Mean Distance Between 
Vehicle Failures  

Complaints per 100,000 
Passengers 

Greater than or equal to 6,600

Less than or equal to 13.0 

On-Time Performance 1 Minute Early to 5 Minutes 
Late at Scheduled 
Timepoints 

Greater than or equal to 74% 

Finance Growth of fund balance and 
fiscal sustainability 

Greater than or equal to 
0.5% of previous year’s 
ending fund balance



Chief Executive Officer Ratings Summary 

1. Strategic Management

2. Leadership Effectiveness

3. Financial Resource Management

4. Judgment and Decision Making

5. Responsiveness and Accountability

6. Communication

7. Exceed Customer Expectations

8. Ensure Safety and Security

9. Maximize Financial Condition

10. 
11. 

 12. 

Foster a Thriving Internal Environment
Connect the County and Region
Embrace Innovative Practices and Systems

_______________
_______________
_______________

TOTAL POINTS DIVIDED BY 12 = % 

Board Member Signature: Date: 

Comments: 

Board Chair Signature: Date: 

Comments: 

CEO Signature: Date: 

Comments: 



Salary Study – Chief Executive Officer 
Prepared by Nicole Lauren 01/19/17 

Payscale Summary 
Payscale indicates the average for 45% percentile in the Market for Florida is $236,824.  
This is based on the analysis of 5,345 similar titles in the statewide market for organizations with an 
average size of 800 and an average of $85 million in assets under management, for an incumbent with 
an average of 10 years of experience. For more details, review the attached report. 

Florida Peer Study 
A peer study was conducted. The results below on based on those who responded to the survey 
request. 

The average for Florida is $255,784.57 

ATTACHMENT IV



National Peer Study 
A National peer study was conducted. The results below on based on those who responded to the 
survey request. 

The National Average is: $219,833.09 



All Respondents: 
Salary  (Multiple Items) 

Row Labels  Average of Salary 
Altoona Metro Transit  $   108,000.00 
Central Ohio Transit Authority  $   195,887.00 
Chattanooga Area Regional Transportation Authority (CARTA)  $   120,000.00 
Chicago Transit Authority  $   239,112.50 
Detroit Transportation Corporation  $   120,000.00 
Intercity Transit  $   157,019.20 
Jacksonville Aviation Authority  $   315,141.39 
Jacksonville Transportation Authority  $   300,000.00 
Lynx - Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority  $   195,750.00 
METRO Regional Transit Authority  $   129,242.64 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority  $   369,220.00 
Napa County Transportation and Planning Agency  $   176,085.00 
Orange County transportation Authority  $   322,857.60 
Port Authority of Allegheny County  $   224,771.00 
PSTA  $   175,993.00 
RTC of Southern Nevada  $   235,622.00 
Salem-Keizer Transit  $   158,402.00 
San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS)  $   358,600.00 
Snohomish County Public Transportation Benefit Area Corporation (dba 
Community Transit)  $   209,309.00 
Spokane Transit Authority  $   174,232.00 
Tampa Bay Port Authority  $   365,750.00 
TBARTA  $   115,000.00 
Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet)  $   236,000.00 
Utah Transit Authority  $   274,000.00 
Average  $   219,833.10 



Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer
Job Code: 16728

Job Title: Chief Executive Officer

Labor Market: Florida, United States

Years of Experience: 10

Report Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017

Company: Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART)

PayScale Market Report



PayScale Market Report
Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer

Compensation Summary

This PayScale compensation report represents a snapshot of market results for the position 16728 - Chief Executive Officer
and location Florida, United States. To ensure the most accurate report, confirm that the PayScale Job and profile details on
the following page describe this position and labor market accurately.

May not be reproduced without permission from PayScale Inc. © 2017 Page 2 of 6

Total Cash Compensation

$0

$138K

$275K

$413K

Total Cash Compensation
10th: $189,940
25th: $226,924
45th: $267,001 Your Target
50th: $277,234
75th: $340,467
90th: $412,898
Average: $280,464

Base Salary

$0

$113K

$225K

$338K

Base Salary
10th: $182,212
25th: $208,800
45th: $236,824 Your Target
50th: $243,897
75th: $287,355
90th: $337,751
Average: $245,987 100% Reported

Bonus

$0

$40K

$79K

$119K

Bonus
10th: $9,430
25th: $18,571
50th: $36,537
75th: $68,743
90th: $118,739
Average: $40,097

50% Reported

Profit Sharing

$0

$59K

$119K

$178K

Profit Sharing
10th: $2,965
25th: $8,166
50th: $24,070
75th: $69,249
90th: $177,835
Average: $31,389

12% Reported



PayScale Market Report
Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer

Job Summary

Determine overarching goals and initiatives. Establish positive relationships with stakeholders and other business leaders. Drive
strategic planning, business development, and fiscal operations. Typical years experience in field of 10 years. Typically holds
Master of Business Administration (MBA). Supervisory Role: Yes. Number Supervised: 810 people. Highest Level Managed: Senior
Management Level. People Management Tasks: Hire employees, Mentor and advise, Promote employees, Assign and evaluate
work, Terminate employees, Review performance annually, Set pay. Total Assets Under Management: $85,000,000 total.
Manages budgets of approximately $85,000,000. Signing Authority: Yes. Has signing authority for up to $300,000.
Skills/Specialties include Operations Management, Logistics, Media / Public Relations. Annual Revenue: $70,000,000. Stock
Exchange Listing: Other / Not Listed.

Answers to Compensable Factors
Ordered by matching precedence
1. PayScale Job Title: Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

2. Location: Statewide - Florida

3. Avg. Size of Competing Organizations: 800

4. Certification/License: Skipped

5. Number Supervised: 810

6. Total Assets Under Management: $85,000,000

7. Annual Revenue: $70,000,000

8. Years Experience in Field/Career: 10

9. Budget Managed: $85,000,000

10. Skill/Specialty: Operations Management, Logistics, Media / Public Relations

11. Degree: Master of Business Administration (MBA)

12. Highest Level Managed: Senior Management Level

13. Organization Type: Government - State & Local

14. People Management Tasks: Hire employees, Mentor and advise, Promote employees, Assign
and evaluate work, Terminate employees, Review performance annually, Set pay

15. Stock Exchange Listing: Other / Not Listed

16. Government Contractor: No

17. Signing Authority: Yes

18. Maximum Amount Typically Authorized: $300,000

19. Supervisory Role: Yes

20. Industry: Public Transportation

Report Stats
Report date: January 12, 2017
Effective date: December 13, 2016
Algorithm version: 2016.11
Profiles analyzed: 5,345
Report rating (1 to 5): 3.7. Pay is mostly
consistent but has some variability for this
job in this labor market. Use this report with
confidence.

May not be reproduced without permission from PayScale Inc. © 2017 Page 3 of 6



PayScale Market Report

Benefit Percent Received
Dental, Medical / Health & Vision 58%
Medical / Health 22%
Dental & Medical / Health 18%
None 2%

Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer

Benefits Summary

The following chart lists popular benefits for the position 16728 - Chief Executive Officer and location Florida, United
States. The percentages represent the distribution of data collected from individuals who have reported receiving such benefits
from their employers.

Other Popular Benefits for this Position:
Cell Phone
401(k)
Company Car / Automobile
Paid Holidays / Vacation
Life Insurance/Disability

May not be reproduced without permission from PayScale Inc. © 2017 Page 4 of 6

Dental, Medical / Health & Vision

Medical / Health

Dental & Medical / Health

None
58%

22%

18%
2%



PayScale Market Report
Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer

Salary By Experience

Percent 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th
Base Salary - Your
Search $182,212 $208,800 $243,897 $287,354 $337,751

Less than 6 years 19.1% $164,955 $189,045 $220,850 $260,290 $306,178
6 to 10 years 21.7% $179,725 $205,955 $240,579 $283,466 $333,235
11 to 15 years 18.2% $186,155 $213,310 $249,151 $293,497 $344,840
16 to 24 years 21.4% $191,321 $219,216 $256,027 $301,506 $353,992
25 years or more 19.7% $194,661 $223,038 $260,466 $306,588 $359,524
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PayScale Market Report
Job: 16728 - Chief Executive Officer

Methodology

Data Collection
At PayScale, we administer the largest real-time salary survey in the world with more than 150,000 new survey records being
added every month for positions from every industry, company size and location. Our database of more than 54 million salary
profiles is updated nightly to reflect the most detailed, up-to-date compensation information available.
We collect data 24/7/365 from visitors to our website, www.payscale.com. They come for many reasons, but mostly to prepare to
ask for a raise, evaluate a job offer, or just to know how they stack up against others in similar positions.
Data Validation

Data Filtration
Profiles are reviewed using advanced, patent-pending algorithms to check for outliers or illogical data sequences before
being used in our reports. Any data profile deemed questionable, incomplete, outside expectations or duplicated is
discarded and not used in calculating compensation. 
Defend Against Attempts to "Stuff the Ballot Box"
Our validation algorithm automatically detects and rejects excessive data coming from any one person or IP address.
Standardize the Data
You say "computer programmer," I say "software developer." PayScale technology normalizes data across multiple attributes
to recognize that we're talking about the same job.
Data Accuracy
Our research has shown that our market data is not only within expected ranges, but is more accurate than reports from
other data providers. This is because the reported data is more precisely matched to both the type and size of organization,
and the skills and experience of the position.

Data Analysis and Reporting
Individual profiles are maintained in our database in their entirety, preserving the detailed data points that make each record
unique. Our software does not modify or blend profile data, use inflation or cost-of-living adjustments, or age data. This way, we
help you avoid the shortcomings of traditional surveys that use "averages of averages" or "surveys of surveys" approaches to
market data reporting.
Market Match
The MarketMatch  algorithm looks at more than 250 compensable factors and the relationships between those factors when
finding the ideal matches for positions. For example, it has the intelligence to identify the facts that most employers pay more for
employees with more experience or who are located in large urban areas. Even with as much data as we have (more than 15,000
job titles), there can still be gaps and in those cases, MarketMatch makes sophisticated mathematical predictions to get the
answers you need.
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